INTRODUCTION
A supermom, a successful career
woman, a loving, caring and
providing mother to her children
and also a partner, friend, daughter
and sister. All roles handled like a
charm and still smiling.
In reality the smile is either faked or
labored - but here is a guide that will
help you start smiling little by little
as you perfect the art of juggling 16
balls while running the marathon wearing a t-shirt saying “Supermom
- the chosen one” in the front AND “I
need a friggin’ break from
everything” stapled at the back.
A supermom is like a unicorn, not born with the innate capability but thrust into the role
by nature or by the demands of a career to pursue and to find professional satisfaction or
just by the need to survive and provide. Not a mythical being that can cook an omelette,
load the dishwasher, practice kickboxing and finish that report for submission all before
8am on Monday morning but a real life human with flesh and bones and emotions.
The love for your offspring, the social togetherness of a family, the security of a unit that
stays together and the warmth of a hug when you need one, with the stresses and
demands that the expectations of keeping everything going like clockwork, the healthy
and safety of the family, the nourishment needs of growing children and the constant
demands of a career will put on you,
This guide is supposed to be just an expander to your growing skill and repertoire of how
to run life like a machine, To reduce variability, to reduce risk, to enable growth to
flourish, while always moving forward as the children grow, you grow in your career and
the scenery around you is forever changing in a fast moving together.
You feel enthralled by your childrens’ achievements, your chest swells with pride when
they succeed, your eyes tear up when they’re sick, your frown deepens when you sense
danger, your cheeks droop with disappointment when mistakes are made, your
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shoulders sag at the end of a rough day. You long to be alone, not having to do anything
- but then you realise this is your life, you’ve chosen it, and the way forward depends
upon you figuring it out.
This guide will enable you to enhance your supermom powers, to take the kryptonite off
your neck as it drags and slows you down, sapping your super powers. It is meant to be a
guide book for you to think and do what is right, with tips and tricks collected from
mothers that have used it to manage their lives. It is by no way authoritative or
prescriptive since it is a shared work. It isn’t perfect either. It is, after all, written by
humans, with human feelings about what they believe they did right. It's now up to you to
read it to craft and balance your very own, very personal motherhood journey.
We wish you all the very best for the path you have chosen, for what is now your destiny
is a complex orchestrated dance with a lot of creative elements that will test you in all
aspects emotional, physical and creative. It will keep you on your toes, it will have its
moments of sheer bliss and glory and it will have moments that shatter you. Leading your
way through it with your head held high and a smile on your face in a world you craft,
manage and derive strength out of, will put the crown of supermom on your head. It's not
something you will wear, but what you will feel as confidence in a group of people or
compliments you receive.
It will demand respect and a place for you in people’s hearts and minds that will be
special, if you succeed. This guide is a small contribution to that success that some
mothers at peopleHum and Engati along with content writers, leaders of Coviam
technologies along with a collaboration with The Confident Communicator have
collaborated to craft and offer to you. Our small gift as we shower every mother with
gratitude and love. This is your day - put your feet up, and feel pampered as you read
through this - marking out the parts that you can use to make life easier, simpler, or more
enjoyable!
The guide covers aspects of YOU, YOUR future, YOUR workplace and the place you call
YOUR home. Remember - you can only give from a full cup! You are WORTHY because
you’re a woman and a mother, and we salute you!
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ABOUT peopleHum
peopleHum is an end-to-end, one view, integrated Human Capital Management platform
that is specifically built and crafted for employee experiences with AI and automation.
Enhance your people experience, employee engagement, talent hiring and performance
with Ai-driven insights and nudges.

ABOUT Engati
Engati is a revolutionary new way to engage with your customers, prospects and
employees. It is the world’s leading multilingual, no code, chatbot platform available
across 14 channels with 25,000 bots created across 186 countries in every domain and
use case. We've made bot-building a breeze so that you can deliver seamless
experiences without losing any sleep.

ABOUT  The Confident Communicator
At The Confident Communicator, our focus is to create an environment of learning where
kids venture beyond the world of academia and empower adults to be the best version
of themselves. We help them focus on their inner strengths and abilities and rise to be
Confident Communicators while having fun. We empower women by helping them set
goals, create vision boards and design a life that reflects confidence and the ability to
lean in in the competitive world. Our Conversation Cards are geared toward providing a
device free communication tool to friends, families and teams so they can communicate
openly with each other. The Personal Almanac named MY LIFE MY WAY is designed to
empower women to lean in, set personal goals and create a life of abundance and
meaning.
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GUIDE STRUCTURE
The guide is divided into sections that help you navigate to different dimensions that will
apply as you juggle between motherhood and a successful career woman. The sections
highlight aspects of what you will feel, what you want, what you are asked for, what you
need to do and what you will be judged on. We have tried to keep the guide a light read read it at one go - or in bits and parts. Make it yours.
Hope you find the free guide and eBook useful. If you do so, all we request is to:
1. Share and Grow. Please let others know about it. Email it, share it on your social
media handles, talk about it. Forward it as much as you like to whomever you feel
will find it useful.
2. To provide us feedback on connect@peoplehum.com or contact@engati.com so
that we can incorporate your suggestions and make it better to help so many of us
who are mothers. We’re all in this motherhood journey together.
3. To involve yourself in the community forums we have built to bring you learnings
from the most significant thinkers and brains on the planet at
www.engatiengage.com and www.leadershum.com
We know being a supermom is tough and yet we wouldn’t have it any other way! Now,
we just have to figure out how to manage everything to lead a fulfilled life. How do we
focus on our dreams with so many lives, futures, hopes and dreams dependent on us?
We were not taught this in schools, nor were we trained on it. Our learnings have been
based on what we saw our mothers do, learn from how we were raised, read when we
got into situations, talked to others about options and solutions. Parenting is not perfect,
since it is circumstantial, situational and it's the chemistry among things that determines
applications of tips and techniques to succeed.
At the end, being a supermom is all about keeping sanity, saying this too shall pass when
the going gets rough, keeping your head down and not falling sick, not letting anxiety get
the better of you, or stress push you into breakdowns or decisions that you might regret
later. A supermom is a woman, a mother, a professional that wins despite what seem like
insurmountable odds, to build the next generations forward and frankly just to keep the
world going around.
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This is about my world, your world and our world and is the most soul satisfying but
underappreciated role in the world. It's a price of sacrifice you cannot put, a reward not
big enough that you can give or success you can define in a number. But it's a role that
modern life demands of us as we balance needs and success and stay looking forward
with a positive sense of energy as we tackle this puzzle called LIFE.
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GUIDE SECTIONS
Yourself
Tips and tricks for you. The eBook is about you and how do you take care of yourself to
thrive as a supermom
Your sanity and balance
How do you maintain sanity and balance with all that is demanded by your role or
avataars that you need to don during the passage of a day
Your family
Your reason for being. Your definition of a mother and the center pillar of the concept of
a family, Its incomplete without you
Your kids
The people that you brought in this world that define you as a mother.
Your work
Your career, and growth in the world outside, professional pursuits and how do you
balance the inside and the outside. Tips and tricks for efficiency
Your travel
How do you step out of the house, take vacations, plan an outing. Travel and tips and
tricks, cheat sheets and templates to organize it
Your community
The family is a unit of the community. How do you build social structure, and be a part of
the bigger whole. Tips to coexist with other family units
Your network
Your support system. That you leverage to execute your plan or call out to in times of
emergencies and needs.
Bringing it all together
Making it flow seamlessly. Organize, specialize and make it all tie in neatly
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YOURSELF
1. This too shall pass
Becomes your key mantra. There will be storms and there will be screw-ups. There will
be pressures and demands and the day will never seem to end. Be forgiving and kind to
yourself. Don’t let the pressure get to you, maintain calm by convincing yourself this too
shall pass, and it usually does. Strive for continuous improvement not perfection.
2. Brush before you sleep and establish a skin routine
A visit to the dentist is inevitable but dental hygiene goes a long way to ensure things
stay on track and minimize disruptions to daily schedules and needs. A daily night and
morning rigorous brushing schedule will set the family up for good dental hygiene and
avoid unnecessary trips to the dentist. A predetermined skin routine not only helps you
maintain a radiant skin but it also helps you relax before going to bed. Use a simple
cleaner, followed by a moisturiser and make sure you remove all makeup before
sleeping.
3. A good organizer
To keep everything handy for quick and ready reference. To avoid the guilt of missing
out on an office meeting or a kids party or the performance of your 6 year old cutie pie.
Invest in a good one either manual or a calendar app on your phone that is easy to enter
information and easy to retrieve. Your sanity deserves it. Buy or use an organizer that
sparks joy in you. Something that you are likely to pick up and write in. Every woman
deserves a beautiful organizer that she can leave on her table, keep at her bedside - one
that will put a smile on her face and light up a fire inside of her. My Life My Way is one
such organizer - but you are definitely spoiled for choice on the internet - pick one that
speaks to you.
4. Are you an early bird or a night owl?
A simple determination will go a long way in increasing your productivity. Do you like
staying up late at night or are you an early bird? Find the hours of the day when you find
time for yourself making sure it doesn’t clash with the schedule of others. You could get
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some excellent time for focussed high productive work without interruptions or
disturbance or get some of your thinking work done.
These are the golden hours that you steal from the day for yourself. The key challenge
here, do you decide to frame, plan, organize or do you use it to complete leftover, stress
stuff that piles up or just for relaxation. Well, it could be a mix of all. But these would be
critical hours in the day that you would yearn to seek out and plan around.
5. Stay positive
The most important responsibility of a mother is self-care. Negative emotions unravel and
push everyone away so the mental strength to keep out moving forward becomes an
essential arrow in the quiver of a supermom.
An essential aspect of staying positive is the ability to be in touch with your emotions and
being able to convert them into positive action. This is driven by creating a positive zone
for yourself. When you feel the negative emotions rising, you take time out to go into the
zone box. The zone box is anything that calms and puts you in a positive state of mind.
Be it your favorite music, a book you are reading, your favorite chair, calling your favorite
friend, watching your favorite show or just sitting at one place to let the world pass by. It’s
the solace chamber that brings back the strength, and positivity to get moving again.
Another way to bring back the positivity is to journal - specifically maintaining a gratitude
journal. This is a powerful tool to end the negative energy that often tends to spiral out of
control. Try out the “Reflections” exercise included below. This is an important element to
shake off the inertia, the lethargy, the drift and the drag that impacts all of us during the
day or week is an important ability of supermoms to not miss a beat.
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6. Test your limits
Resiliency is the key, resiliency tests your limits and builds your stamina. Work on solving
problems, completing things today rather than procrastinating and leaving them for
tomorrow. A very good guide to adapt is David Allens - Getting Things Done to be on
your way to be a super organizer. Another simple example is the book “The 5 Second
Rule, by Mel Robbins” whereby she suggests, “If you have an instinct to act on a goal,
you must physically move within 5 seconds or your brain will kill it. The moment you feel
an instinct or a desire to act on a goal or a commitment, use the Rule.”
Our bodies adopt, our mental strength grows. Be resilient, positively resilient. If you find
yourself pushing your limits keep going while you listen to your body and mind. Test and
stretch your limits and reset your “I give up” boundaries further and further.
It’s a challenge to practice and keep on getting better at this, and this is what defines
really being a supermom, the resiliency that surrounds you. However, be aware that
being crazy busy and trying to aim for perfection should not take away our moments of
being grateful for the ordinary. According to author Brene Brown, “Authenticity is the
daily practice of letting go of who we think we are supposed to be and embracing who
we are”, recognising that itself qualifies a woman to be a supermom.
7. Get out of your Comfort Zone
The key ability to build resilience is to get out of your comfort zone or rather expand your
comfort zone. A smaller comfort zone is safe, conservative and fearful, but the more risks
you take, the more situations you plunge yourself into, the more experiences you rack up
both positive and negative, you will find your comfort zone and resilience grow. Set
achievable self-goals that incrementally challenge your ability and success rate.
Take on challenges and overcome your fears to expand your comfort zone. It is better to
risk, fail and learn rather than not risk it at all. Supermoms have a built in ability to
challenge themselves.
8. Attitude
We all select the attitude we want in life. We are not inborn with it but experiences in life
shape it. Our attitude reflects in us being the core that holds all in the family and at work
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together. Our ability to multitask and manage situations with a smile on our face define
our preparedness, our approach in life and the confidence we relish with our resilience.
So adopt a ‘can do’ attitude in life and take on challenges head on. This forms the basis
of success while running a family with very surprising benefits that also accrue at work.
On a quarterly basis do the “I Reflect, I Envision” exercise wherein you describe all your
positive and negative feelings you feel and experience today and then transpose those
into only positive feelings of what you want to experience three months hence. It is a
manifestation and law of attraction exercise to imagine and your wonderful abundant life.
9. Wake Up Earlier
Sleep is a precious thing, even more so
when you’re a working mom. You have a
tight schedule that probably already leaves
you minimal time to sleep—and even that
can
get
interrupted
(those
middle-of-the-night wake-up calls from a
screaming kid, for example).
If the need of the hour is to wake up early
then here is what you can do to plan
ahead. Before going to bed, either think,
write or reflect on all things you are most
grateful for on that day.
Then plan what you want to do the next day by creating a mental or physical checklist.
This will set the course of how the next day will look like. Avoid the devices when you
wake up for at least the first 15-30 minutes focusing only on yourself. Make that cuppa
tea or coffee for yourself, meditate and reflect and visualise how you want to see the day
pan out. It’s the time of day when everyone else is still asleep and you have some much
needed quiet moments to yourself. Read a book, write in your journal, exercise, stay in
bed and take deep breaths… whatever it is that will keep you in touch with yourself, do it!
The house is probably at its quietest in the morning, which is why it’s the best opportunity
to squeeze in some “me time.” Resist all urges to do the laundry!
10. Stop Feeling Guilty
“We cultivate love when we allow our most vulnerable and powerful selves to be deeply
seen and known” (Brene Brown). Mommy guilt is real! We may want to take some time for
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ourselves, but we tend to feel bad about it. So instead we keep going, constantly
self-sacrificing, and as a result, we’re forever exhausted. But the truth is, when your
energy is depleted, everyone—your kids included—suffers.
So really, self-care or taking care of yourself is for everyone’s benefit, not just yours.
There are so many ways you can take care of yourself. Remember the warning in the
airplane? Put your mask on first. If you want to be productive and effective, you must be
pouring from a full cup! “How?” you ask. Use resources available fully - don’t try to do it
all - not only will you be miserable, others around you will be too. Delegate. Ask for help.
Create to-do lists for yourself and the people around you. Assign age appropriate tasks
to kids too. Did you know kids as young as 3 can build self esteem by doing chores? Go
ahead - stop feeling guilty! And, before you go to bed at night, write - a gratitude list
tasks for the next day, self learning goals, anything that needs to get out of your head so you can sleep!
11. Take time to unwind
Watch your favorite soap opera, listen to your favorite music, read a book, enjoy your
morning coffee before you kick off your day, get a Friday night beverage, dance with
your kids, read them bedside stories or take a bubble bath. Keep yourself centered and
provide time to indulge yourself. It’s all worth it if you feel worthy of it.
12. The right footwear
Those pencil heels are exciting to wear, but a working mom goes practical. Load your
footwear closet with sensibles and reusables. Neutral colors, black and browns that go
with any outfit.
13. The right bag - your magic bag of tricks
Compartments, compartments, compartments besides the regular phone, charger, power bank and
accessories, your bag will have wipes, tissues, hand
sanitizers, keys, planner, spares for personal
hygiene, food snacks, bottle of water, gum,
medicines, your kid’s favorite pacifier, snack, toy and
a whole bunch more. Invest in the right one for never
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missing out and creating magic when you dig your hand in your bag of tricks
So what do you carry and organize your purse or handbag?
-

A Shit happens pocket
Bandaids, vaseline, sanitizers, feminine hygiene, wipes, extra face mask (COVID and
post-COVID), mints

-

My 2 min makeup pocket
A scarf, sunglasses, makeup, toiletries, extra pair of earrings, perfume, pins for
malfunctions, hair bands, lip gloss, sunscreen, hair ties, moisturizer

-

The goodies pocket
A snack bar, chewing gum, a cookie, a fruit

-

The toy string
A string bag that carries a small toy to quieten tantrums

-

The money pocket
For the checkbook, the loose change, cash,
credit cards, membership clubs and discount
cards

-

The identity pocket
Drivers license, ID cards, Work ID, gym card,
library card, affinity cards, and others
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15. Organizing your day in advance
A 15 min morning ritual. To go through your
planner, pre-scheduled visits, meetings, drops,
events and organize your day. Memorize as
much to stay on track. The 15 mins will help you
not miss out on anything.
14. Take Time to Focus on Your Goals
It’s easy to get caught up in the day-to-day and
forget about your goals. This might leave you
feeling unfulfilled. Make time every day or
every week to work towards your goals.
For example, if you want to find a way to earn a
supplemental income, learn a new language, pursue a new investment plan or try a new
hobby or exercise regime, take the time to research your options to achieve that goal.
Working towards your goals will give you confidence and motivation—plus it has the
added benefit of spicing up your everyday mundane routine.
Did you know that you are 42% more likely to
achieve your goals if you write them down?
Buy a diary or planner that you love and that
you are sure to open and use. May we suggest
My Life My Way, from The Confident
Communicator?

15. Hydrate all day
Water is essential to stay healthy and fit. Buy your own bottle and mix it with your favorite
pick me up non-caffeinated beverage. Remember caffeine dehydrates you - use it
sparingly and it will pick you up when you need it. Choose water, green tea, lemon-honey
water, or sparkling water if you need a little zing.
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16. Avoid too much alcohol or partying
It dehydrates, slows you down and makes you commit mistakes. Drink but drink
responsibly, not to forget the physical pain or overcome the anxiety of a school night.
Drink to socialize with work mates but not to forget a bad day, or to get drunk. And,
remember - your kids are watching and learning.

YOUR SANITY AND BALANCE
17. Outsource where it helps
A weekend spent cooking, cleaning or mowing, is time spent away from the family or
exerting yourself and starting the week tired. Outsource, it’s worth spending the money
to keep your sanity.
18. We all get 24 hours, it’s not about more time, it’s about smart time
Don’t keep wishing for more than 24. Work demands 12, kids demand 6, others demand
a couple, leaving you perpetually sleep-deprived and frustrated with no ‘me time’ to
unwind.
Work backward, schedule time for important stuff first starting with yourself. Like sleep,
me time, time for retail therapy and what you like to do - pursue a personal passion. I
know it’s easier said than done. Second, schedule time for your children's activities since
your boss has other people to also depend on in an emergency but the kids depend
heavily on you.
Schedule for work and career but optimize by prioritizing what’s important. Prioritize,
prioritize, prioritize so as to use your time well and bring your best foot forward. Find
time to work on your passion.
19. Delegate household chores among the family
Involve your family in housework. Involving kids in household chores promotes
responsibility and self-reliance. Make it fun and make it non-negotiable. Let the siblings
trade but set the rules for avoiding fights. Pitch in with setting the table, helping serve,
cleaning up after, putting stuff back in the refrigerator and throwing the garbage.
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Setting down behaviors of cleaning your own room, the bathroom cleanup days, making
sure someone in the family has toilet paper and hand wash soap refill responsibilities,
someone to manage recycling segregation and refrigerator and personal closet organize
and clean up schedules will enable the smooth working of a family unit.
20. Organize your sock drawer
Organization is the key! Most stress happens in the morning when everyone can’t find
what they’re looking for. Use the previous evening or night to discuss what is required for
the next day and lay it out. Enlist the help of the kids and family - and create a clear place
for everything - from school supplies to clothing to make-up. Use your loft space, and
garage for seasonal items so the closets and dressers only hold items in use currently.
When everyone is involved in the organization, they are more likely to follow it. And, “if it
doesn’t spark joy, get rid of it.” - Marie Kondo
And oh yeah, organize your sock drawer and have the family check for holes in them
every weekend.
21. Clean up right after meals
Kids help and everyone participates as a family. Make it
a habit for everyone at the dining table to pick up, clean
up and wash their own to participate in chores that keep
the household running smoothly. When everyone is
contributing, Mamma gets out of the kitchen quicker
and in a better mood - and the family connection is
deepened!
22. Listen to music
What a great way to take the drudgery out of chores that have to be done. Why not make
it a family activity - a Chore-Time spotify list to lighten and brighten the mood? Of course,
Mom needs to have her own music lists as well - remember to give your lists funky
names! Some examples to ignite your creative spirit? Llama Love (love songs), Chips and
Salsa…
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23. Keep your Sundays light
It’s the one time everyone is together, so shut down the kitchen, order in, spend more
time connecting rather than doing. Keep the family together and work and talk together.
Create a family tradition for lazy sunday afternoons - watching “dad documentaries” from
2p.m. - 3p.m. is one of ours. Everyone rolls their eyes, and yet we all sit down. Memories!
24. Planning for cooking takes more time than cooking
Plan in advance, make your lists for groceries,
plan the menu for the week and ensure
everything is available when you cook.
Planning ahead makes cooking a breeze. It’s
the run to the grocery for a missing item or a
disorganized kitchen that makes cooking
cumbersome than the creative pleasure of
cooking itself. Use apps like Archana’s Kitchen
(for Indian cooking) to help you organize your
meal prep and make it more fun!

YOUR FAMILY
25. Stay healthy
Creating family goals are an important part of self-care. Staying healthy both emotionally
and physically should be a family goal.
Vitamins and eating right are critical elements to always staying healthy and a big part of
self-care. Exercising, sharing and open communication are critical in achieving such
family goals. Maintaining a health tracker, taking care of your health and taking regular
vitamins, eating the right portions and foods and regularly setting and monitoring health
goals as a family will help you keep sickness at bay and maintain the levels that you and
your family need to keep going. One very effective yet simple example is eating together
without any devices around. How about some fun conversations at the dining table to
wean off the devices.
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26. Your mind is your best weapon
A child with a fruit or a snack bar, typically portends to a supermom behind. The
preparedness that the child might get hungry and might not have easy access to a snack
or end up eating unhealthy foods, is a key driver that keeps superwomen alert and
organized. After all the concern for her family’s health is usually on top of her mind.
Planning to ensure that the family has basic necessities like food, water, electricity,
clothing, medicines, travel kits, snack bars and anything that the family needs during the
day will help eliminate any last minute uncertainties and pressure. Using a planner, a
weekly smart shopping basket with predetermined shopping lists will ensure efficient
availability of the family needs.
27. The vehicle you drive
A minivan. The chariot of the soccer mom. To carry kids,
kids in the neighborhood and loads of stuff that is
constantly needed by daily members and working moms.
Your van is your solace and a home on wheels. What does
your van need to have?
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-

It’s all about quiet sanity, convenience and space

-

It provides for separation and reduces noise levels and fights over food, games,
books and iPads that kids generally end up fighting over

-

It can accommodate all kids from the neighborhood if required if you carpool with
other moms. If you can accommodate more kids, the bigger the carpool, the less
frequent is your turn to drop and pick, the saner your life

-

Supersized shopping. To reduce the number of trips to the superstore or Costco,
minivan helps with foldable seats to buy in bulk and store to reduce shopping trips

-

The entertainment system allows everyone to view the cartoon. In other words, a
more peaceful ride
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-

Doors that open sideways and trunks that open upwards, a blessing to your
always full hands of purses, crying kids and shopping bags. The extra hand goes a
long way and you will thank sliding doors and remote click technology

-

Legroom - kids grow taller quicker than you can imagine. They grow out of car
seats and need more space to move around. The bustle of energy and activity will
get more room and a calmer child in the car making the ride more peaceful

-

They are comfortable to take a nap in. For your kids and for yourself. The extra
few winks in comfort will rejuvenate better than trying to find time to catch up on
some sleep. Long drives become nap time - except for the one driving the van

-

Safety and comfort - Minivans are built for
family safety and not for the thrill and power
of the ride. Comfort and silence is more
important than feeling 500 horsepower under
your feet

-

Charging outlets all around. For everyone's
electronics in the car

-

Cup holder for all seats. To avoid spills and fights

-

Back vents - to keep everyone comfortable rather than fighting for air control with
just one vent

28. Give your kids your family stories
Connect and bind them to their roots. Tell
them about your childhood, your siblings,
your parents, your grandparents, how you
were raised,, the rules that taught you,
exciting times in your life. A connected family
stays together and comes together in a time
of crisis. When grandparents begin sharing
stories of way back when, whip out your
smartphone and start recording - you won’t
regret it!
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29. Grow problem solvers in your family
The DVD player does not work? The phone won’t switch on? How do I fix an unstable
table? Get the kids and family to help. They’re digitally savvy, and are able to quickly fix
and retrieve information, even order things online. Train your family to be handy. Make
each member a problem solver - and focus on each one’s individual strengths.
30. The power of emotions
Communicate! This is your family. If they don’t know how you feel, they will never know
what to do. Tell them clearly where you need help, use their help to provide yourself with
a cushion for your sanity, emotional stability and to avoid sheer physical, mental and
emotional exhaustion. Remember, they love you and need you to be happy!
31. The family rituals
Set some rituals in the family. Like dinner on the table on weekdays or a Sunday brunch
with family. Conversations mandatory - devices off! There are plenty of Conversation
Cards in the market - we suggest picking a box of cards rather than an App to avoid the
temptation of checking a notification. Spring cleaning weekends, a family gathering, an
intervention, a major surprise announcement. An event being planned, clearing up the
dining table, laundering upholstery, setting the bed, a bedtime story, an early morning
hug, a summer camping trip together. Rituals determine family culture and closeness.
Believe in them.
32. Keep it real
Family conversations on current events build
the thinking framework and help them process
their fears and feelings. Keep it real. Explain to
them the ‘why’ and prepare them for the real
world. Talk to them about your thoughts and
feelings while keeping a positive stance.
Explain and grow their knowledge, pay it
forward and keep building generations that
take your learnings forward.
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33. Family movie time
Get the popcorn out, curl up in a
comforter in front of the TV with family
around you.
Enjoy a movie together and build
memories with laughter and happiness
that provides a child with the right
nourishing environment to grow into a
model citizen of the future.

34. Celebrate birthdays, events and successes
People remember the days they feel special. Throw a party, cook a favorite dish, bake a
cake, order in their favorite cuisine, take them for ice cream, give them gifts. They will
remember and create stories for their future. Make them feel special and wanted and
they will grow roots with pride.
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35. Make a dream board and keep it visible
Make a dream board of what I want to achieve, in the short term, midterm and long term
and track progress to the dream board. Encourage your child to do the same so that they
could set a purpose for themselves and make it into a habit. Talent is lost, lives deprived,
emotional outburst enhanced, moodiness prevails if you do not give your child the
framework to dream and set a purpose and go on and achieve it. When you dream big
and believe in yourself, you encourage your children to do the same. Make a Vision
Board for the family goals too! With travel plans, health goals, academic/learning goals
for all of you. When they see you focussed on achieving and working towards your goals,
they will build the muscle to do so too. Remember, children do what they see you do not
what they hear you say.
36. The family week plan
On a Sunday breakfast table ask your family of significant schedules for the week that
you can track on a kitchen calendar. Prepare, plan and organize for your and their
events. A simple matter of asking and communicating will set yourselves up for more
sanity and minimal surprises
37. Talk to your family about your work
Relate to them what you did during the day, who do you work with on a day to day basis.
What did you learn, any significant events that happened at work. Make your family as
part of your work life and blur the lines between the two. It helps you coexist in both
worlds seamlessly

YOUR KIDS
38. Keep talking
Those cute kids eventually become teenagers! Teenagers are sullen. Teenagers
overreact. But, teenagers are amazing companions too! Keep talking to them even if they
do not respond. Not nagging, talking. Keep the conversation going. Let them know you
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care and the continuing conversation will help them keep a track of things and stay
connected at home. Build the relationship that they will count on for life!
39. Make friends with your kids’ friends
All of us are the average of the five people we spend the most time with. True with kids
too - their biggest influencers are their friends. They will fight, brood, not talk and you will
be in the dark but their best friends will know. Keep their best friends involved in your
nurturing and keep a constant conversation going. Often a kind word about you from a
friend, will influence his/her opinion of you, at a key junction in their life.
40. The laptop on the kitchen table
Unlimited connectivity is both a boon and a bane.
Dark zones in your kids’ bedroom will get them to
use their devices in the family and living area when
they are around others. This will give them a better
chance not to isolate themselves frequently, a
constant habit of teenage years and provide for
family to be around and keep the chances of online
predators or exploratory risky conversations to the
minimum. Set these rules together and follow them
diligently. Yes - you too!
41. Get the healthy snack habit
Growing children need to snack all the time. Don't give in to processed food, instead
develop a child's habit of eating wholesome fresh fruits or vegetables. A healthy habit
will set the child well for the future rather than going for salty or sweet processed foods.
42. Treat them like adults
Explain things, answer their questions as you would answer them for adults. Keep
reinforcing key learnings and values. Keep them close and their thoughts aligned
towards the future with a sense of curiosity, learning and hope. The best gift you can give
your children is your own learnings communicated as stories around a dining table or a
family huddle.
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43. Play board games with your family
Game time is an important ritual that breeds closer
bonding as well as fair play between kids and family
members. Don’t play to win, but play to be fair.

44. It’s ok to make mistakes but do not repeat them
Keep reinforcing, it’s ok to make mistakes but it’s senseless to repeat them. Encourage
failure both for yourself and the kids, don’t punish it. Sara Blakely, founder of Spanx,
talks of her dad always asking how many times they’d failed that day - that’s what
encouraged her to take risks.
45. Encourage music and creative pursuits
Develop creativity and appreciation of arts in your children. We typically focus on
education, jobs and the hard sciences to build talent in our kids as we try our best to set
them up for the future. Buy a piano, a drum set, a guitar. Enrol them in extracurricular
activities.
46. Should I get a pet
A pet is a child's best friend while growing up. A dog’s loyalty, unconditional love and the
taking care of another living being will provide the basics of dependency and care in
children, a very important factor in succeeding in relationships in their lives. Help children
learn what is never taught to them, how to love unconditionally.
47. The aspects of money
Managing your own money is a good practice to impart to
your children. Give them pocket money and teach them
how to manage it. Give them rewards for a job well done,
to enforce the habit of quality and going the extra mile to
give them something special for the achievement.
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Set milestones to achieve so that they learn the value of a goal and hard work to achieve.
Teach them not just to think but to achieve and celebrate their accomplishments.
Monetary rewards, the habit of saving, spending wisely and the ability to invest and
manage money are key skills that a lot of children step into life unprepared for.
48. The first performance
Be there. Show support. Cheer them. Help them. Train them. Help them practice. Watch
them perform. Celebrate. Performances build character. Be the force that acknowledges
their achievements and watches their journey. Be a part of how they feel.Let them learn
failure is a very desirable part of life. Talk to them. Be the shoulder they cry on. Make
them confident, encourage them and talk about their achievements with pride.
49. Fixing bad behavior
Tantrums are a given. Don't overindulge and don’t
fall prey to crying and bad behavior. The headache
that you avoid in that instant becomes a bad habit
for a lifetime. Communicate your non-negotiables
and set the penalty ranges for crossing the line.
Life is full of consequences about crossing the line
to the inappropriate. Let’s guide our children and
empower them to adopt balanced emotions and
discipline to avoid falling into traps and trouble.
50. She has her door closed at all times
Teenage kids require privacy but they are also into exploring life. Set door lock rules
from childhood. Not from a matter of not trusting but in the spirit of living in a family.
Influences and bad habits will be brought home, be open to talking to your children
about them and the consequences.
51. Parental controls on the internet
This one could go both ways but it’s your approach to trust that determines your actions.
Kids will find ways to access information that is prohibited, and the more you prohibit the
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greater the curiosity. Don't lose trust in your child but talk to them about what they read
and watch. You cannot avoid the inevitable about the birds and the bees, drugs and
other attractions but you can talk to them about it and help them navigate through their
decisions with maturity and caution.
52. Gratitude
Enforce gratitude as a good habit to practice. When they receive gifts for occasions or
unexpected things, teach them to react with gratitude. Why not bring back the tradition of
writing Thank You notes - it could be a simple text or whatsApp message. Expressing
gratitude for gifts received, and also for the privilege they are born into - will help them
be happier, more content adults. Just a morning 1 minute ritual of saying “thank you” will
go a long way in building a life of emotional stability.
53. Social etiquette
Teach your children to be polite and the value of kindness. Teach them not to grow up as
jerks around a self-centered self. Golden words reinforced at the early stage will enable
them to handle situations, setups and events gracefully. Unfortunately too many children
these days are growing up entitled in a world that will reject them. Let’s teach ours
kindness, humility and respect.
54. Public speaking
Speaking in front of people is a unique ability that enables them to grow confident as
leaders of tomorrow. The more one speaks in public, the more confident one becomes in
the ability to articulate. The fear of public speaking or glossophobia is the number 1 fear ranking even higher than the fear of snakes! Conquering this fear and finding their voice
will set them apart in a highly competitive world.
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55. Fearlessness
I used to take my children to the ocean and
to the mountains to teach them to be
fearless. When they interact with the dark
fears growing up, they develop the method
of overcoming their fears. Encourage them
to jump in to learn swimming freestyle.
When they lose fear, set them up for
coaching that will enable them to go farther
not on the back of their fears but by
conquering them with confidence.
56. Grit
Developing grit is one of the most important characteristics of surviving and thriving in
the world of tomorrow. The ability to fall, get up and keep on going until the objective is
achieved is the grit that will hold your children in good stead under all objectives and
circumstances they face in life.
57.

Privilege

Most kids now are born in plenty, with plenty to fulfill their needs. Along with gratitude
teach them the value of privilege. Involve them in social causes and giving to those that
don't have too much in kind. Teaching at an orphanage or working for fundraising in
school goes a long way in developing an appreciation towards what you have rather than
being greedy for what you don’t. Life itself is a privilege, teach them to appreciate what
they have.
58. Sports and teamwork
Competitive team sports teach kids the value of planning for an objective, the aspect of
training themselves to push them out of their comfort zone and habits of collaborating in
a team to win. Essential skills in the workplace of tomorrow.
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59. Their digital life
Set some rules around their use of Digital. Streaming
services, laptops, mobile phones occupy a major portion
of our lives. Setting some ground rules for use will
establish for them the utility aspect of these devices
rather than an additional approach to using digital.

60. Learning projects
Pick a subject to explore on a periodic basis. Let your children learn how to search for
information, how to process and organize it and how to present it. Essential survival skills
of tomorrow if they have to survive in the workplace.
61. Innovation
Thinking outside of the box, teach them skills to think on their feet. Mock exercises to sell
you an object in front of you, to find alternate uses of daily use things set them up for
innovation and differentiated thinking that will be a key habit for the workforce of the
future.
62. Liberal arts
Get your children started on the classics at an early age. The command and mastery of
language will open up opportunities that are not easily available and the classics are a
good way to get them started. Masterly works by Shakespeare and others will provide for
a literary backbone and a command of language that will enable them to communicate
precisely.
63. Curiosity
Teach your children the power of the questions. Search engines now enable you to find
answers to any question you have to get started on researching and learning a subject.
The key skill differentiator of the future will be your child’s ability to ask the right
question.
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A key exercise at family huddles and dining table conversations is to dive deeper into the
subject by encouraging them to ask questions and delving deeper by asking the next
question to get to the core concepts that drive knowledge. Develop in them a sense of
curiosity that will enable them to find life long learning.
64. Hygiene and grooming
Taking care of personal hygiene and developing a routine for skin and hair care will
discipline them into making physical appearances a non-differentiator. Watching after
their bodies will keep them fit, healthy. Alert and avoid most issues of hormonal
imbalances in teenage years which tend to impact their self-confidence while growing
up.
65. Give them a hug
Imagine 20 years from now, a young
adult on the chair, talking to a shrink. My
mother never hugged me, made me feel
special. Told me I was the most
beautiful, the most talented, the most
respectful and was an apple of her eye.
Don't miss out on the opportunity to tell
your kids how much they mean to you.
Hug freely.

66. Tell them you love them
Never told your child you love them? Left them to assume based on your actions?
Focussed on being a strict mom, but never stepped out of your comfort zone to express
your love?
The simple 3 words, I love you, will go a long way in making them believe. Communicate
to them openly, if you love them, tell them how you feel. And watch them open up and
tell you how they feel, not just about you but about the world around you. Live your life
through their eyes and dreams
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67. Don't be a nag
No one likes nagging. You did not grow up, your kids don't too. Don’t nag them, it makes
them feel low and worthless. Instead talk to them, appeal to their senses. Complaining
about their bad habits, and how good you were and obedient and disciplined will make
them feel worthless.
Your role is to make them feel worthwhile, that they have a purpose and meaning. Use
guilt with actions if you have to, but curb the emotion of removing your frustrations on
them. They are not the conduit for your negative emotions. Reinforce their emotions
towards you positively.

YOUR WORK
68. Keeping a spare charger and a backup phone
The key communication tool in your survival guide is as always a working phone. Invest
in a backup phone, an extra charger and a phone bank that goes along with the phone.
You will thank yourself when the backup comes in handy on a rainy day.
Make sure you build charging on the go as well on schedule as part of your day. An
always charged phone gives you the key capability to manage the day by leveraging the
help of your network and keeping tabs on everything at home and work.
69. How to be super productive
Develop your own productivity hacks,
and ways to shore up motivation and
don’t be afraid to ask for help. Quoting
Melinda Gates, cofounder of the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, which tackles
some of the world’s most pressing issues
like polio and reproductive health, she
often talks about curbing burnout by
taking fifteen minutes throughout the day
to fill what she calls her own “joy bucket.”
She says that, in order to be good at her
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work, she needs quiet time to close out one meeting before she heads into the next. “I’m
a big believer in taking time to pause and reflect,” she says, “particularly when you’re
working on some of the big challenges in the world.” Having to make fewer mundane
choices throughout the day leaves more time for making the important ones.
70. Balancing work life
A career is demanding, competition is rampant,
variability and mean time between change is
heightened. Balancing work and family and
succeeding in performing your best under trying
circumstances will bring out the best and worst in
you.
A sense of balance will enable you to tackle both.
Here are some tips to be a thoroughbred
professional while balancing family and work life
71. Take the five horses with you
The questions to clarify is your key to success. When you take on a new role, a new
responsibility or if it just part of the running of the business you are involved in, take the
five horses along with you.
Ask the why, when, where, why, how of any assignment you take on. Be bold to ask so
that you are clear on scope and absolutely clear to you and you can align your
commitment to take it on.
72. Plan plan plan
You will not succeed without a plan. A fool with a plan can beat a genius without one. But
a genius with a plan is unbeatable. So plan as much as you can to ensure success. Each
task, the time, the need, the dependency and how it comes around together.
Use your superior multi tasking and organizing skills that you have developed at home
come to the workplace to make you more successful.
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73. Empathize
The biggest learning bringing up a family is empathy. Practicing it in a workplace will
make you a leader everyone wants to work for. Use your ability to your advantage and
bring forth all the EQ, compassion, patience you have built, staying up nights taking care
of a sick child or changing the 24th diaper of the day.
Teams like leaders who stand in a storm. You tame storms daily. Let the strength show
74. Test for quality
Bringing up a family requires you to ensure that your children get the best. From tasting
food before you feed, temperature before they drink to ensuring quality goes into the
ingredients that make a meal. You are always testing for quality to ensure the best for
your family.
The same skills apply at work. Test for quality to produce and deliver the best and you
will start standing out at work,
75. Multi-task
You are the multi-tasking queen. You can boil the milk, cook the omelette, wake up the
kids, take a shower, pick your dress, do the laundry, dress up your kids, drop them to
school - all before 8 am. That requires a heck of a lot of multi-tasking and coordination, a
key skill in modern day organizations.
Use your skills to your advantage. Show the world at work you can manage multiple
things and get them done without a sweat.
76. Be patient
You have developed qualities that make you serene in all normal circumstances. You
cannot shout at a crying infant, the cries just grow louder, so you learnt to calm yourself
down. That's patience.
Be a good listener, you already have developed that quality that now sounds innate.
People appreciate patience and you have boatloads of it.
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77. Play the underdog
Your ambition is to survive not to aggressively grab and push. That actually is an
advantage. The model of quiet proficiency provides for people to look at you differently.
Ones with eyes of dependability. Be aggressive on the inside to pursue opportunities,
but show the calmer effective side of you to show competency.
78. Don't let your priorities come in the way of opportunity
Never say no to an opportunity due to your other responsibilities and priorities. Do not
wear the label of a mother on your shoulder, but seek out and thrive in new challenges
and opportunities.
Mother nature has already given you the stretch to practice all that you need to succeed
in tough circumstances, so have faith in your capability and you will overcome
professional challenges easily.
79. Take your child to work
Mingle your personal and professional. Let the child see what you do, the respect you
get and the value you produce. They will start appreciating your role more to enable you
to manage the balance more easily.
80. Dress professionally
Clothes define your professional self. Dress for success. The saying goes - don’t dress
for the job you have, dress for the job you want! Pay attention to your entire look - and
communicate professional proficiency. Don’t let the scramble at home and the juggle
reflect on your looks. Maintain a routine, plan and pick out your clothes and accessories
the night before.
81. Accessorize
Working mothers tend to overlook accessories. Pay close attention to accessories, since
it will add that extra touch of interest to your persona. Dress to make yourself happy!
Accessorize to put that bounce in your step. We all know how our body language
conveys confidence when we have a fabulous hair cut, or our outfit is just spot on! Take
the time to smile at yourself in the mirror because you know you look good!
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82. Be flexible
A lot of leaders and professionals lose out due to intransigence. Be flexible, Its the
biggest tool in your toolbox while bringing up a family. Use it liberally at work. Flexibility
at the end wins the day and will provide you with more opportunities as you take risks
and climb the corporate ladder.
83. Delegate
If you have a team, delegate, assign ownership and responsibility. Let them take the
limelight and shine. You will be rewarded for getting the job done. Use the delegation
skills that you use to run the family. The way you allocate chores to kids, the way you
arrange for backup care, the way you tackle an emergency.
All skills learnt managing a household are all you need to manage work
84. Communicate
People fail in their careers due to their inability to communicate. You have honed your
communication skills with your growing kids who do not understand your language at
first so you have to teach them and then always keep reinforcing.
The same applies to your teams at work. Communicate clearly, your expectations, the
definition of success, what are the key elements that drive and how will they get there
together and succeed as a team
85. Participate
Set your priorities on participation. Companies are flexible. If you cannot be in person for
a meeting, dial in, if you have an emergency at home, call for a reschedule. Ask for
someone to takes minutes and circulate them so that you can stay abreast
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YOUR TRAVEL
86. The outdoors
Fall in love with nature! Take the kids on camping and hiking trips. A night out in the
wilderness will connect them to nature. They will learn to appreciate the finer things in
life.
87. Conservation and ecology
The planet is getting more polluted by the day. Teaching them good habits of energy and
material consumption and recycling will teach them how to be able citizens that are
conscious about consumption and conserving the environment.
88. Travel tips
Finally, it's time for a family vacation or you are planning to go on a work trip or your
spouse is traveling on work. Every person in a family has different travel goals. Such
goals should be discussed ahead of time during family dinner time. Set expectations
based on such discussions so that everyone gets the most of a much needed vacation.
For business travel and trips build a travel kit. Small-dollar store container packs are your
best friends. Traveling light will be important as you go through your packing list of things
You don’t have a handy packing list? Here is one for you to use -
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YOUR COMMUNITY
89. Ask for and Accept Help
Self-care sometimes includes learning to accept help. Letting go of control can be
difficult, but despite your Super Mom qualities, you are only human and accepting help
doesn’t make you a bad mom. You define who or what supermoms are, not others.
If your spouse or partner can take care of something, let them. If your mother-in-law
offers to come babysit once a week, say yes. You don’t have to do everything all the
time. Take a shower, go for a walk. Let someone else handle things for a bit. It takes a
village, after all. It is not selfish to practice self-care.
90. Build your community
Women are community builders, focus on building your community, your network and
your support system. Your community is an important source of trust, help and support
when you need it the most. A sick child at home and a tough deadline at work, require
the community to help out as you shift priorities during the day to achieve both with ease.
Don’t try to do everything yourself, be helpful and reach out for help. The support system
becomes a community and it gets easy in the world of chat groups and online groups
that act as the support system. Do also ensure that a lot of your community is closer to
home and also includes numbers of your key family members, friends group and other
mothers who can pitch in to help out.
91. Notify everyone that matters
Be it at home or work with situations going on. Your workplace will adjust to
accommodate if you work at a company that is adaptive to working mothers.
The reluctance to proactively communicate will end up making you be defensive when
tough deadlines go south. Juggling and succeeding is the art of communicating, with
your kids, your spouse or significant other, your boss, your teammates. You will not go far
in your road to success without proactive communications. You can consciously create
your own circumstances or experiences by being proactive.
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YOUR NETWORK
92. Build an emergency list of contacts and service providers
A key aspect of the toolkit of survival and organizations is
the list of contacts on the refrigerator. Health care
providers, deliveries, ordering online schedules, the
neighbor that collects packages when you are not around,
back up day care facilities, a pool of baby sitters to call on
when needed, the nearest ice cream store after a rough
day with the family, event organizers for the surprise
birthday party for your toddler when work piles up and so
many more.
Build a system and a network to store and share it with others. Sharing will expand the
list and build a support system and a network that comes in handy when things go
bonkers. The greatest strength of women is their ability to network with their
friends,neighbors and family which makes them such supermoms.
93. Invite your work colleagues home
Let them come by and meet your wonderful family, They have their families too and will
connect. The empathy you get out of your work colleagues will be higher and more
personal once they know the people that constitute your family. We spend long hours at
work - this is our family away from family. Build relationships with them outside of work
too. But also, build relationships with people outside of work so you can switch off when
you are home.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
94. Keep a pair of work shoes spare under your desk
As a supermom you will be performing at
the peak of your physical and mental
abilities. I have seen a lot of women wear
sneakers to work and change into work
shoes at their desk. This enables them to
reduce tiredness in their feet.
95. Maintain your schedule
Everyone lets lose once in a while. But your
schedule is your sanity. Your priority is also
your family. So hang out, but maintain your
discipline. You have more things going on
than most others around you, so don't play
so hard that it drags into the next day and
you end up looking at a disaster of a week,
never to be able to recover.
96. Plan for contingencies
Contingencies will happen. Figure out an instantaneous communications channel with
your teammates or team and with your boss where you can leave office on a dime. Stay
connected with people you are responsible for while you take care of the personal
situation of emergency you find yourself in.
97. Rewind the day before you go to bed
It's said that a good night's sleep is the secret weapon for a supermom. You wont get
enough of it, so focus on the quality of sleep you get. Rewind your day, complete the
lingers before you go to bed. It will enable you to sleep more soundly without the anxiety
of unfinished business left over for the next day. Write in your journal. Say thank you for a
day well spent. Say thank you, for a day fraught with difficulties - at least you got out
alive! Find reasons to be thankful and your kids will too.
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98. Family pictures at work
Your family defines you. Show them off with pride. Make your workspace cozy and
personable. Remind yourself of your reason for being. Your family is always on your
mind, keep them in front of your eyes.
99. Work from home
The current global pandemic has thrown life out of gear. Use your super organizing skills
to order online, use technology and conveniences available to the fullest, assign chores
to be effective while working from home, use the savings in commute times to do the
extra things that are required while working from home.
Do remember to always be responsive to anyone reaching out to you on instant
channels, emails, video calls or other communications channels to provide the sense of
proficiency.
And don't get worried when the toddler walks up and sits up in your lap for the video call
with 50 people, it's a refreshing breath of fresh air, it's real, it's expected and it makes
you look human. Enjoy the merge of family and work.
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CONCLUSION
A supermom, an image of proficiency, a pillar of strength, the bridge that creates our next
generation. A reflection of elegance and the quiet confidence to stand up in storms. The
grace to tackle down multiple situations all at the same time.
If you can keep your calm and smile handling a sick child, a hungry crying sibling, a
demanding boss and the constraints of getting products and services to keep your family
going during the lockdowns and shelter in place regulations, while at the same time curb
the anxiety of a ravaging virus that might come closer to your family and still keep
smiling? Then congratulations - you have achieved and surpassed all the necessary
qualifications of being a supermom.
It's time the world celebrates you since you truly make it go around. Cheers to all the
supermoms in the world that make the future possible and livable.
Hope you have enjoyed reading our guide and find it useful in some way.
If you do so, all we request is to:
4. Share and Grow. Please let others know about it. Email it, share it on your social
media handles, talk about it. Forward it as much as you like to whomever you feel
will find it useful.
5. To provide us feedback on connect@peoplehum.com or contact@engati.com so
that we can incorporate your suggestions and make it better to help so many of us
who are mothers. We’re all in this motherhood journey together.
6. To involve yourself in the community forums we have built to bring you learnings
from the most significant thinkers and brains on the planet at
www.engatiengage.com and www.leadershum.com
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ABOUT peopleHum
peopleHum is an end-to-end, one view, integrated Human Capital Management platform
that is specifically built and crafted for employee experiences with AI and automation.
Enhance your people experience, employee engagement, talent hiring and performance
with Ai-driven insights and nudges.

ABOUT Engati
Engati is a revolutionary new way to engage with your customers, prospects and
employees. It is the world’s leading multilingual, no code, chatbot platform available
across 14 channels with 25,000 bots created across 186 countries in every domain and
use case. We've made bot-building a breeze so that you can deliver seamless
experiences without losing any sleep.

ABOUT The Confident Communicator
At The Confident Communicator, our focus is to create an environment of learning where
kids venture beyond the world of academia and empower adults to be the best version
of themselves. We help them focus on their inner strengths and abilities and rise to be
Confident Communicators while having fun. We empower women by helping them set
goals, create vision boards and design a life that reflects confidence and the ability to
lean in in the competitive world. Our Conversation Cards are geared toward providing a
device free communication tool to friends, families and teams so they can communicate
openly with each other. The Personal Almanac named MY LIFE MY WAY is designed to
empower women to lean in, set personal goals and create a life of abundance and
meaning.
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Contact Us
peopleHum
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